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INTRODUCTION
Introduction
WHAT IS DIVERSITY VOICE?
The CIO Diversity Voice is a not-for-profit organisation recognised as charitable by HMRC
for tax purposes and is non-political organisation committed to providing quality support
to all ethnic minorities who live or work in Somerset, North Somerset, North & West
Dorset, West Wiltshire, East Devon and the surrounding areas.
CORE AIMS
We aim to promote welfare, provide information and create a support network for
members of All communities living and working in Somerset, North Somerset, North &
West Dorset, West Wiltshire, and East Devon. We organise social and cultural events and
initiatives to broaden cultural awareness and diversity, as well as to help social integration
and inclusion. We promote awareness of the culture, history, tradition and languages of
the diverse residents in the area of benefit.
We support local businesses by helping them find reliable employees, and by providing
translation and interpretation services. Diversity Voice has been established following the
initiatives started by the Somerset Polish Community Association and Midwest European
Communities Association aim. Diversity Voice aims to broaden its services to all new
residents in the area of benefit. Our service was launched in 2006 and we have a long
experience of working with BME communities.
Our community English classes are open to anyone for whom English is not their native
language.
Diversity Voice provides EAL support for children in schools and preschools. Our
translation and interpretation service for Schools and Preschools, Housing Associations
and NHS services has helped hundreds of service users across Somerset, Dorset, Wiltshire
and Devon.
Diversity Voice offers a welfare rights, employment, housing advisory service in Polish,
Portuguese, and other languages for the BME communities.
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WHAT DO WE DO?
We offer an advisory service in Polish, Portuguese and other languages for the European
Black Minority Ethnic (BME) communities. We provide the following:














Interpretation and translation services,
English classes,
Culture and language exchange through Lingo Link,
Advice on benefits, employment, immigration, Right to Reside (R2R) and Habitual
Residency Test (HRT)
Support with form-filling,
Information on local services (e.g. doctors, dentists, trade unions, police),
Advice on Early Years, School issues
Help with school issues,
Support with integration into the local community,
Housing information,
Representation on Migrant Workers Forums on behalf of councils,
Training for companies and organisations regarding diversity awareness.
Support for other BME groups.
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Chairman’s Report
DIVERSITY VOICE
CHAIRMAN’S ANNUAL REPORT YEAR 2015-2016
The year 2015-2016 has been both an exciting and challenging one for Diversity Voice.
After much effort on behalf of our Chief Executive Officer, Rafal Skarbek, Diversity Voice
was recognised and awarded full charitable status (Charity number 1162019) early in the
summer of 2015, enabling our organisation to work towards providing continued
extensive quality and much needed language support and general support to minority
ethnic communities across Somerset, Dorset, West Wiltshire and Devon.
Along with the rest of the UK we also faced the challenges of maintaining and increasing
our services against the background of austerity cuts at both local and central government
level, and the looming “Brexit” referendum. In addition, we face the continuing “will we/
won’t we have” saga of the Hinkley Point development.
The charity was faced with the considerable task of tendering for new contracts with
local authorities to continue the much needed language support in our local schools and
child care facilities. This was no little task but I must acknowledge again the incredible
efforts of Rafal, our Treasurer, Louise Russ, and Secretary, Ken Westmorland, in not only
successfully completing the lengthy tender process, but also in securing those contracts by
doing so.
We held a well received and well attended St Nicholas Party in December at our Centre in
Bridgwater complete with a visit from St Nicholas himself to considerable excitement
among the younger (and occasionally older) attendees.
We welcomed two new bilingual support workers into the organisation Iwona Koza, and
Izabella Jakubczyk, both have been prominent in the local schools providing our services.
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I must acknowledge the organisational skills of our volunteer administration officer,
Emilia Kuzera, and as an organisation we have benefitted considerably from her
involvement with us.
Our 12 freelance workers have enabled us to offer high quality language services across a
wide geographic area.
I delayed completing this report until the result of the “Brexit” was reached. I am sure as
with many of you, the uncertainty of the decision to exit the UK has filled me with concern
and considerable anxiety. Already within a short period there have been increased
reports of discrimination, abuse and hate crime. Diversity Voice will continue to highlight
this as an issue with local authorities and government and to seek increased support from
them to combat this and fund necessary support.
Finally, again I do acknowledge the considerable contribution to every aspect of Diversity
Voice that Rafal Skarbek, Chief Executive Officer, has provided over the past year, and
without those efforts with assistance from both Louise and Ken, we would not have
achieved and exceeded the goals that were set at the beginning of the year.
Adrian Fawden
Chairman – Diversity Voice
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Chief Officer’s report
Thank you to everyone who works in the field of social justice and social integration, and
to those challenging unequal attitudes towards people from other countries, cultures and
backgrounds.
This report is written after the Brexit referendum and we are observing a rapid increase
in hate crime incidents. One significant violent incident took place in Yeovil and several
incidents took place around Somerset. Most of incidents took the form of verbal abuse
towards adults but we have been told that hate incidents also took place in schools. We
are committed to supporting the victims of hate crime but unfortunately we don’t receive
funding for this work, so we were only able to provide general support and record
incidents. We have written to all MPS and councils in the south west requesting immediate
provision to be put in place to prevent future incidents.
In 2015 DIVERSITY VOICE was registered with the Charity Commission. This was a
lengthy process to formalise the new charity. The Trustees and staff members believe that
Diversity Voice can provide holistic support to people grappling with issues relating to
education, employment, immigration, housing and health. Our new office based in
Bridgwater proved a real asset and we were able to run a number of community events
and provide a real change for people from ethnic minorities. Victoria Park Community
Centre is based in the centre of Bridgwater and accessible for people from outside of
Bridgwater.
I am very happy with the work of my Bilingual Support Workers. We employed two very
skilled staff members who operate across Somerset. Both of them are very highly
educated and have shown considerable skills.
I am very pleased to inform you that the tender for providing translation and interpreting
services for Somerset county Council has been awarded to Diversity Voice. The contract
for Translation and Interpreting Services and Community Engagement was scored 91,6%,
which was the best result in the tender. The contract has been offered for 4 years. We are
very pleased with this decision, and the trustees, staff members and I are very optimistic
about the future. This award will help Diversity Voice to continue its leading role in
assisting the diverse community of Somerset. In particular the service will support
hundreds of children in schools, preschools and through the services offered by Children
Social Care.
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Our St Nicholas celebration for children (and their parents) helped us to reach over 100
people in Bridgwater. We were also able to open community English classes in
Bridgwater .
I am pleased that I was able to continue my engagement with Mendip Migrant Workers
Forum.
We have been able to communicate with hundreds of agencies, government officials and
voluntary organisations. This has helped us to continue and expand our community
website www.diversityvoice.com which provides an official welcome pack for immigrants,
both children and adults, in the South West of England. We have produced this in two
main languages and have additionally translated many sections to other popular
languages. We have made a huge effort to update our community website and our
facebook profile.

Our Right to Reside (R2R) case work has also been a success. We have provided support to
approximately 30 people this year. This is complex work including appeals to the
Department of Work and Pensions and representing clients at tribunal. In one case we
successfully challenged the DWP on behalf of a Slovak national, although it took two and
half years before the DWP finally admitted their error.
Please see my more detailed report later.
Rafal Skarbek, Chief Officer
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Project and work profile
SERVICE DEVELOPMENT
This development has been modelled on the services we offer in Somerset. Our range of
services have expanded so that more people can benefit from DIVERSITY VOICE’s work. A
permanent base, located in Bridgwater, continues to provide support for immigrant
communities. It is open 5 days a week where appropriately experienced and qualified staff
offer advice and English lessons. Outreach support has been offered in other areas
including Bridgwater, Taunton, Frome, Shepton Mallet, Wells, Bridport, Sturminster
Newton, and Barnstable. Our courses supported approximately 20 students in 2015-2016.
DIVERSITY VOICE has had a significant positive impact on policies and procedures for
Somerset County Council, where we meet quarterly to discuss difficult issues which we
aim to positively resolve on behalf of the migrant community. Mendip Migrant Workers
Forum is currently the only forum in Somerset raising awareness about migration needs.
In 2015-2016 we attended meetings to support the migrant workers agenda. We have
informed stake holders about the new changes in Right to Reside and Habitual Residency
Tests. We have also informed them about the new challenges facing European migrant
workers in accessing the welfare rights system. Across South Somerset, we were able to
continue offering our services as outreach work. This supported a number of schools,
preschools, individuals and many other organisations.
We have been able to continuously offer our services in Taunton Deane. This was the
busiest geographical area of work. We have been providing services for Blackbrook
Community Primary School, Holway Community Primary School, Bishop Fox’s School and
many other service providers including Children Social Care.
We are pleased that we were able to continue our GCSE preparation for students
attending several schools in Somerset. We have been working in King Arthur Community
School in Wincanton, Crispin School in Street, Holyrood Academy in Chard and many
others. We were not only able to provide preparation sessions but also to run final oral
exams. Next year we are launching a new course - A Level in Polish. This should bring
additional strength to many schools in Somerset.
We have started new partnership with the local Citizens Advice service in Bridgwater and
Minehead. Both organisations have referred a number of clients of many nationalities to
us. Jointly with local solicitors, we have helped to resolve a number of issues regarding
work compensation, accidents at work, Tax Credit and many other issues.
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We have launched a partnership with Bridgwater College Academy to provide community
English classes for parents. This has demonstrated what can be achieved by working in
partnership with local schools to effectively provide support for parents of the children,
who attend primary or secondary education.
The ethnicity of our beneficiaries has expanded from our initial cohort of Polish Nationals
to include Lithuanian, Latvian, Bulgarian, Portuguese, Slovakian, Romanian, Hungarian,
Moldavian, Ukrainian, Brazilian, and Spanish. Our facebook fun page generated over 500
likes and has helped us to communicate quicker with our members.
DIVERSITY VOICE has secured valuable links in the community and has worked with
statutory and voluntary sector bodies in the delivery of its services.
CASE STUDY FOR CASE WORK
Our work for GET SET Services helped to support a vulnerable young single mother, who
was nearly made homeless, with only few weeks left before eviction. If Dona from Get Set
had not made a referral to us, we would not have been able to assist with immigration
advice. As it was, we were able to challenge the DWP’s decision to evict and make an
appeal to Tribunal Services on behalf of the client. This was successful and we were
therefore able to get back Housing Benefit and Employment Support Allowance. Then
Dona sorted all communication with the local council and at the end she helped the client
to find employment. I was so pleased to see this young single mum in employment. Again,
a big ‘thank you’ to Dona from GET SET.
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Community English Classes
DIVERSITY VOICE realises that a proficiency in English language is essential to improve
the life of ordinary immigrants. A lack of English language skills is the key barrier to
employment, integration and access to a vast range of services. Fortunately, Somerset
County Council has agreed funding to enable DIVERSITY VOICE to run Community English
Classes in Sedgemoor. DIVERSITY VOICE has welcomed 22 participants to our courses,
which covered local knowledge as well as wider cultural topics and focused on practical
language for needs such as job hunting, health and getting around. It was a great
opportunity for anyone who was new to the UK, who needed to improve their language
skills in order to better understand life in this country. Classes took place in Bridgwater.
Our teacher has discussed local culture and provided information that helped people
unfamiliar with local customs, history and culture. Lessons were launched in January and
ran until July 2016.

Community English Classes, Bridgwater
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Link Worker Project
Through Somerset County Council, DIVERSITY VOICE is able to facilitate communication
between schools and Polish children and their families. This has been shown to have a
positive impact on pupils’ progress and helps them reach their full potential, both
academically and socially. Therefore our Link Worker Project, which has now been
running for seven years, is in ever increasing demand. More and more schools are
involved and we provide tailored assistance depending on individual need. Among other
things we support SAT and GCSE exams for EAL learners. We attend parents’ evenings to
make sure that everything is understood by them and their children but also to give them
an opportunity to ask questions and share their concerns and worries with the school
staff. We translate various letters, reports, notes and other documentation. We support
teachers and School Attendance Officers by providing face to face interpretation which
allows them to address concerns about progress, attendance or behaviour of a pupil. We
adjust our approach to meet the expectations of the service provider. Our working
methods are therefore very flexible and responsive to the subject matter.
Due to increasing demand for our service, Somerset County Council gave us permission to
extend free of charge services to cover school transition years, from September 2015. This
means that free services are now available for reception year in Primary School and the
youngest year group of all other schools, e.g. Year 5 of Middle School, Year 7 of Secondary
School, Year 9 of Upper School. This free service is available to all schools in Somerset,
providing up to 10 hours of support for each school. The number of free hours does
however depend on availability. When we have too many requests we have had to reduce
our free service but we are continually seeking ways to increase our provision to meet
demand.
We have continued our excellent relationship with Blackbrook Community Primary
School. The Head Teacher Mr Rycroft and EAL coordinator Mrs Steed are committed to
fully integrating children from EAL background. We have been working continuously for
18 months in this school and the school has been able to contribute to the cost of the
project, with the result that more than 10 children have improved their English language
skills .
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Blackbrook Community Primary School Reception Teacher Mrs Kramer , SENCO/ EAL
Coordinator Mrs Steed, Jakub, Laura, Wojtek and Diversity Voice CEO Mr Skarbek
LINK WORKER – CASE WORK STUDY
Help in communication for young disable child.
We have been working with Stefan, a young pupil at St Cuthbert’s Church of England
Infants School in Wells. He joined the school in September 2015 as a year 1 learner. Stefan
was diagnosed with cerebral palsy at birth, and quite recently he had an operation to
release his tendons. He has great difficulty in coping with his school work although he is
behaving very well and making some progress. Most of the time our worker is working on
one to one basis with Stefan which has had a significant impact on his ability to
communicate. We are using The Usborne First Thousand Words in English to teach him
how to say and spell new words. His attention span is short but we have been able to
increase his engagement through the use of games and fun activities as a reward. We are
able to reassure Stefan about this positive reinforcement has helped his progress and his
success has motivated him to do even better. His pen holding was very poor at the
beginning but after using specialist teaching aids his grip has improved. He can now
remember and sound out most of the letters from the English alphabet. He can count up to
ten, recognise animals in English as well as the names of fruits and vegetables. The most
frustrating time for Stefan is reading stories in English, but, with our help, the teachers
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and support staff at school are making a great effort to make the school environment a
friendly one where he can feel safe and happy.
Working in the Secondary Blue School in Wells
In The Blue school, DIVERSITY VOICE had been commissioned to deliver Polish language
support for two Polish pupils who did not use Polish enough and had slightly forgotten the
Polish language, or who had not developed the language in their childhood. The School
asked DIVERSITY VOICE to help one particular pupil who was going to re-join his family
after two years living with an English foster family. The teenage boy was unable to
communicate in Polish and we had to start his Polish education from the beginning. We
helped him with the alphabet, pronunciation, reading and writing. Three weeks later the
school was pleased with the outcomes and introduced a new pupil who wished to take a
GCSE in Polish. The Blue school requested DIVERSITY VOICE to start in September and set
a program for GCSE preparation for the girl.
We also worked with the mother of the Polish boy and were able to provide advice and
information to her on how to support him at home. Mum was very pleased with the
decision from Somerset Children’s Social Care and she is working hard with her son to
help him recover his native language.
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LINK WORKER – WORKING HOURS FROM APRIL 2015 TO MARCH 2016

Link Worker – working hours
from
April 2015 to March 2016

1
Avishayes Primary Chard
Long Sutton C of E VA… 2
Four SEN Area Bases /The… 2
2
Bridge School
2.5
Penrose Special
2.5
St James’ Church School
St Cuthbert's Church of… 3
3
Haygrove School
3.5
St Joseph’s Catholic School
3.5
Admission Team
4
Choice Adviser
5
St Andrew's Church School
Education Attendance… 5
15
CSC Mendip
68
CSC South Somerset
5
CSC Taunton
8.5
Holyrood Academy
9
Somerset Bridge School
9
Milborne Port Sherborne
9
King Arthur
10.5
The Blue School, Wells
22
St Michaels Academy
26.5
Bishop Fox's School
35.5
Trinity Primary School
41.5
Taunton Deane Partnership
64
Holway Park Primary School
73
CSC Bridgwater/ Sedgemore
80
Blackbrook Community…
0
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EARLY YEARS PROJECT
Early Years Project
Speech, language and communication skills are vital for all children. Without these skills
they will not reach their full potential. DIVERSITY VOICE therefore offers a service funded
by Somerset County Council (SCC), providing support for Early Years Providers, children
and their parents. We work closely with local authorities, other voluntary sector
organisations and education providers across the whole of Somerset. Our range of
services is wide and flexible but mostly we are focusing on helping children to settle into
their new environment, assessing the child’s language abilities and conceptual
development, teaching children through play and providing face to face interpreting. Our
methods affect the development of children in a positive way. In order to make them more
confident and equalize opportunities for the development of children’s potential we are
trying to stimulate their emotions and intellect by creative activities. We are working on
building children’s concentration and expanding their memory. This service is free of
charge for Early Years Providers under SCC.
Furthermore, DIVERSITY VOICE provides a grant opportunity for funding diversity events
in Somerset Early Years settings. The SCC Early Years Subgroup of Schools Forum has
agreed to provide funding of up to £200 per setting for a diversity event. The main criteria
are that the event must involve parents and aim to promote social cohesion in the setting.
The event should promote positive attitudes to cultural diversity. The funding is managed
by Diversity Voice and we may also be able to provide support to some settings to run the
event if required. All information is available on our website or by email to:
earlyyears@m-eca.org.uk including in the subject heading "application for £200 for
diversity event".
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Diversity Voice Senior Bilingual Support Worker Michal Puzynski with EAL children at St
Georges Preschool in Taunton. Unfortunately for Diversity Voice Michal left organization
to start a new project with Somerset Film. We will miss Michal and his excellent work.
EARLY YEARS – CASE WORK STUDY
Supporting Family Support Worker
Nina (DOB 22/12/12) has been attending the Little Discoveries Day Nursery in Yeovil
since November 2015. We were contacted by the Nursery to help them with assessing
Nina’s Polish skills as well as helping to address their issues with Nina’s behavior to her
Mother, who does have a limited knowledge of English. I prepared an ECAL form to assess
her Polish and it turned out that she was between 16-26 months. When I first met Nina,
she seems to be really happy girl, although was unable to communicate either in Polish or
English, or concentrate for longer than 1 minute on something. I met her Mum and she
gave me a list of concerns she had about Nina regarding her communication, toilet
training, problems with behavior and even playing with other children. I explained the
role of Health Visitor and we were able to book her an appointment. I attended a meeting
with the Nursery Manager and Mum to figure out how to help Nina. I helped Mum to fill
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out the necessary form to refer Nina to SENCO. I visited Nina every week for 3 hour
sessions and after each session I spoke with Mum and gave her a list of what we had been
doing to address her concerns. I advised both parents to use only Polish at home , because
it might be causing a confusion for Nina and I was speaking Polish to her . After a while
she started to repeat words after me and also started to use some English words. She
enjoyed looking for different objects in the Usborne ‘First Thousand words in English’. At
each session I tried to read her a story and by the end of my involvement I was able to
read her a whole book..
Facilitating communication
Near Glastonbury there is a small village where three-year-old twins started attending
preschool in July 2015. They were reluctant to attend and participate in any activities.
They were very attached to their mother. The children cried a lot when their mother was
trying to leave the setting, so the mother stayed with them for the rest of the session. Staff
from preschool tried to explain that it would be better for the children if they got used to
her absence. Unfortunately, there was a language barrier which made it impossible to
communicate. We organised an initial meeting with mother and staff where we could
clarify the approach of preschool and what was required. The mother of the twins was
able to share her concerns in terms of their well-being while she was away. We assured
her that one of the aims of preschool is welfare of children and explained what would
happen to make them happy. We arranged one of our Bilingual Support Workers to attend
sessions with the twins. He gained their trust quickly and so the mother was not needed
as much during the morning. The children felt more confident and could communicate
their needs in their mother tongue. We helped to assess their abilities in terms of the
language and general development. After a few sessions with our Bilingual Support
Worker, the children stopped crying in the morning and were keen to play alongside other
children from preschool. Our next goal was to befriend the children with staff in order to
withdraw our commitment and put the natural course of childcare in place. We achieved it
quicker than we initially thought. Currently the preschool does not require any support
from us and both children and mother are happy.
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EARLY YEARS - WORKING HOURS FROM APRIL 2015 TO MARCH 2016

EARLY YEARS - WORKING HOURS
FROM
APRIL 2015 TO MARCH 2016

1.5
Willowdown Primary Academy
1.5
Chedzoy Preschool Bridgwater
3.5
Tiny Feet Nursery Taunton
4
The Mill Nursery
4
Little Owls Nursery BCA
4.5
Shepton Mallet Children Centre
5
Little Otters Combwich
5.5
GetSET Service Taunton Deane
6
Little Discoveries Nursery…
9.5
Patricia Mettica Childminder…
14.5
Smartees Nursery Yeovil
14.5
Priorswood Preschool Taunton
15
The Young Ones
16
Seashells Nursery Minehead
16.5
First Step Nursery Shepton
17
Avishayes Pre school
17.5
Beeches Playgroup
19
GetSet Service Sedgemore
19
West Hill Nursery Wincanton
22.5
Bouncy Bear Childcare
24.5
Reckleford Nursery
34.5
Bright Stars Nursery
39
Neorche Playgroup
42.5
Forget Me Not Nursery…
44
Stepping Stones Nursery…
47
St James Church School…
49.5
Shepton Mallet Nursery
53.5
Rainbow Frome
67
St Georges Preschool Taunton
YMCA Taunton Nursery
0
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KEY ACHIEVEMENTS
Key Achievements
During the past year, apart from our two main projects (Early Years and Link Worker) and
Community English Classes, DIVERSITY VOICE has been involved in numerous causes and
events., DIVERSITY VOICE was involved in the Mendip Migrant Workers Forum and South
West Migrant Workers Forum in which we are actively involved with numerous
representatives of various organizations e.g. Police, NHS, County Council, Home Office,
voluntary organisations and many others. Together we try to solve and prevent the
problems of minorities residing in South West.
DIVERSITY VOICE continues to provide effective support to individuals. Between July
2015 and March 2016 we were involved in 35 cases. Some of these required a single
intervention whilst others were more complex and needed our long-term support.
In addition, DIVERSITY VOICE still offers our successful project Lingo Link, where people
from different cultures can learn from each other. The main aim of this project is to give
people a chance to improve their English language and communication skills but also help
newcomers to integrate with the local community and learn about new culture. We
believe this project provides many added benefits as people make friends with locals and
feel more confident in settling down which is beneficial for their well-being and also for
the community as a whole.
In April Diversity Voice sponsored a Portuguese cultural event at Spaxton Village Hall. Live
Fado was seen together with other attractions including a children's disco, Karaoke,
cinema, traditional cuisine and live music until midnight.
The day was organised by the Portuguese collective Tuga Productions and was very
successful and enjoyable. The day of the event was the anniversary of the Portuguese
revolution!
The party was mainly for families but everyone was welcome. We provided bi-lingual
security staff and a free return minibus service from Bridgwater to Spaxton Village Hall a
There was no charge of admission, it is 100% free for all who wanted to enjoy a good time
with our community!
In August 2015 We were able to interview famous cyclist, who lives in Bridgwater. To meet
a famous person, you don't necessary have to travel half the world. It might turn out that
your neighbour is someone truly exceptional. Have a glimpse at our exciting interview
with Marcin Białobłocki, a Polish professional cyclist living in Bridgwater. Regardless of
nationality, we should all be proud to have him as our neighbour in the UK. “I've won a
race 2 years ago in Ireland, it was around 1300km long, I won some stages. The biggest
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success this year was winning the Polish National Time Trial Championships and Tour de
Pologne 1 stage. That was a huge success. A nice victory was also the 9th place in World
Time Trial Championships”
We have been actively supporting victims of hate crime and campaigning to underline the
fact that hate crime exists in South West of England. “A good example would be the case of
Majka (name changed), who went to McDonalds in Yeovil with her son and a friend on the 11th
of July. According to Majka, she was waiting in the queue with a friend when Majka's friend
spoke to her in Polish. A man standing behind them started making rude comments such as 'you
should be talking in English'. He was quite surprised to be asked in English about why he was
behaving in such way and started shouting at Majka and her friend to 'get out of our country'
and 'you are ruining our country', using a lot of bad language. He then shouted at the staff to
throw Ms Majka, her son and their friend out of McDonald's premises. No one in the building,
aside from two English women who tried to stop the man from behaving aggressively, reacted
to the man's behaviour. After the incident Majka, her son and her friend ate their meal outside.
When her son got up to throw his rubbish into a bin, he met the aggressive man again. This
time he was in a car and shouted that 'there is plenty more food for them all in the rubbish bin',
before driving off. As Majka stated, at that time she wasn't even able to think to inform the
police about what had happened.” In this particular year we did not have so many reports of
hate crime. We had only 10 incidents reported to us. We described them as soft incidents. We
encouraged people to report them to police. 4 incidents were reported.
In November we won the case for a Slovak national in the Taunton Tribunal service
against Tax Credit. A long catalogue of errors in the Tax Credit Office caused financial
difficulties for the family. The man faced a demand for the repayment of thousands
pounds due to a basic address error by the Tax credit office. His residency check was sent to
the wrong address and so he was informed that his Tax Credit Benefit had been stopped despite
his working as a wood carver and looking after his sick wife and unemployed daughter. This
case shows how important is to work with a professional adviser to resolve case like this.
In December we organised St Nicholas Day for children with parents. A fantastic children's
party was organised in Victoria Park Community Centre by Diversity Voice. This event
brought nearly 200 people together from several countries, where St Nicholas Day is
celebrated. The children were able to enjoy music and cartoons while the parents took part in
workshops run by Sedgemoor District Council, Simpson Millar, “Unite” the Union, Diversity
Voice, Somerset Film and a home insurance broker. Parents could also watch short films about
understanding the effects of cultural differences on employment, education and housing.
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St Nicholas Day 06/12/2015 in Bridgwater

Between January 2015 and June 2016 we have been actively involved in supporting
campaign “UK stronger in EU”. We have attended conferences and debates to provide
positive evidence regarding EU migration in Somerset, Dorset, Wiltshire and Devon. We
have been asked for interview by Australian broadcaster ABC regarding Brexit. They came
from Sydney to do a documentary programme about Brexit in Somerset. Chairman of
Sedgemoor District Council Ian Dyer was able to attend interview with Cllr Brian Smedley.
Culture and art plays an important role in our work. We have been able to encourage
people to attend Somerset Art week in 2015.
Our most important achievement during last year, however, was to successfully win the
tender for the SCC work, which has now continued for 9 years through SPCA, MECA and
now Diversity Voice. “We would like to inform everyone that Diversity Voice has been
awarded the contract for Translation and Interpreting Services and Community
Engagement from Somerset County Council. Diversity Voice scored 91.6%, which was the
best result in the tender. The contract has been offered for 4 years.”
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DIVERSITY VOICE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – PERIOD ENDED 31 MARCH 2016
Report of the Trustees
The Trustees present their annual report and financial statements for the period
ended 31 March 2016.
Structure, Governance and Management
Governing Document
Diversity Voice was registered with the Charity Commission on 5th June 2015 and is
constituted as a Charitable Incorporated Organisation (CIO). It has been operating
since 1 August 2015, and this is its first accounting period.
History
Until 31 July 2015 services were provided by the Midwest European Communities
Association (MECA) an unincorporated Association that was governed by its
constitution.
Mission
The mission of Diversity Voice is to promote social inclusion for the public benefit by
preventing people from becoming socially excluded as a result of race or ethnic
origin, by relieving the needs of those people who are socially excluded and by
assisting them to integrate into society.
We fulfill our mission by organising social and cultural events and initiatives to
broaden cultural awareness and social integration, by offering a welfare rights,
employment and housing advisory service in the Polish language, by providing
translation and interpretation services and community English classes via our “Link
Worker” project, and by offering support to Polish children in schools via our “Early
Years” project..
Recruitment and Appointment of Trustees
Adrian Fawden, Aneta Plywacz and Kenneth Westmoreland were elected to the
Board of Trustees upon incorporation on 5th June 2015. Louise Russ was elected to
the Board of Trustees on 4th September 2015.
This is Diversity Voice’s first year of operations and we are still seeking to strengthen
the Board of Trustees in order to ensure that an optimum mixture of skills and
backgrounds is represented by members of the board.
All the Trustees elected since incorporation are appointed for a term of three years
by a resolution passed at a properly convened meeting of the charity trustees.
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Organisational Structure
The Board of Trustees meets on a quarterly basis and is responsible for the strategic
direction and policy of the charity. A scheme of delegation is in place and the day to
day responsibility for the charitable activities lies with the Chief Officer.

Objectives and Activities
In planning our objectives each year we have regard to the Charities Commission
general guidance on public benefit. Two of the main objectives of Diversity Voice for
the period ended 31 March 2016 were to effect the successful transfer of funds from
MECA, and to submit a Tender to Somerset County Council for the continued
provison of services that were previously provided under a Service Level Agreement.
We were able to achieve both objectives.

Financial review
This is the first accounting period of Diversity Voice, but, with the assistance of funds
transferred from MECA and the successful outcome of the Tender for SCC services
Diversity Voice are in a strong financial position to meet their future financial
objectives.
The charity has received total income of £167,883, of which £105,060 was
transferred from MECA. All income is unrestricted.
The charity has had total expenditure of £66,355 and recognised total net income of
£101,528, all of which is unrestricted.
Achievements and Performance of the charity
We offer an advisory service in Polish, Portuguese and other languages for the
European Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) communities. We provide the following:
 Interpretation and translation services,
 English classes,
 Culture and language exchange through Lingo Link,
 Advice on benefits, employment, immigration, Right to Reside (R2R) and Habitual
Residency Test (HRT)
 Support with form-filling,
 Information on local services (e.g. doctors, dentists, trade unions, police),
 Advice on Early Years, School issues
 Help with school issues,
 Support with integration into the local community,
 Housing information,
 Representation on Migrant Workers Forums on behalf of councils,
 Training for companies and organisations regarding diversity awareness.
 Support for other BME groups
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Plans For Future Periods
The charity plans continuing the activities outlined above in the forthcoming years
subject to satisfactory funding arrangements.
Plans are also being developed to provide support to workers arriving from abroad in
order to work on the Hinkley Point development.
Collaborative working is being developed with Citizens Advice and other local
agencies to share skills and provide further opportunities for service users.

Principal Funding Sources
Our main source of Funding is a Grant from Somerset County Council. The Grant is
provided under a successful Tender for services, but was previously provided under
a Service Level Agreement. Neither Agreement requires the Funding provided to be
restricted.

Investment Policy
Aside from retaining a prudent amount in reserves each year most of the charity’s
funds are to be spent on the charitable objects in the short term so there are few
funds available for long term investment. Having considered possible options the
Trustees decided to place surplus funds into a “Gold” deposit account with the CAF
Bank. The account pays interest at 0.20% per annum.
Reserve Policy
The Trustees have examined the charity’s requirements for reserves in light of the
main risks to the organisation. It has established a policy whereby the unrestricted
funds should be approximately equivalent to 6 months core expenditure.
Trustees are confident that at this level they would be able to continue the current
activities of the charity in the event of a significant drop in funding. The charity’s
average 6 monthly ongoing core cost of running the organisation is some £47,000.
The present level of resources available to the charity of £101,528 therefore falls
substantially above the target level.
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Trustees’ responsibilities in relation to the financial statements
The Trustees are responsible for preparing the Trustees’ Report and the financial
statements in accordance with applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting
Standards. The law applicable to charities in England and Wales requires the
Trustees to prepare financial statements for each financial year which give a true and
fair view of the state of affairs of the Charity and of the incoming resources and
application of resources of the Charity for that period. In preparing these financial
statements, the Trustees are required to:






select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
observe the methods and principles of the Charities SORP;
make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
state whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, subject to
any material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements;
and
prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is
inappropriate to presume that the Charity will continue in business.

The Trustees are responsible for keeping accounting records which disclose with
reasonable accuracy the financial position of the Charity and to enable them to
ensure that the financial statements comply with the Charities Act 2011, the Charity
(Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008 and the provisions of the Trust Deed.
They are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the Charity and hence for
taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other
irregularities.
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Statement of Recommended
Practice: Accounting and Reporting by Charities (SORP FRS102- effective 1 January
2015)
Approved by the Trustees on 8 November 2016 and signed on its behalf by:

Adrian Fawden
Chair and Trustee
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INDEPENDENT EXAMINER’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF DIVERSITY
VOICE – PERIOD ENDED 31 MARCH 2016
I report on the accounts of the charity for the period ended 31 March 2016 which are
set out on pages 7 to 14.
Respective responsibilities of trustees and examiner
The Trustees are responsible for the preparation of the accounts. The charity’s
trustees consider that an audit is not required for this year under section 144(2) of the
Charities Act 2011 (the 2011 Act) and that an independent examination is needed.
it is my responsibility to:
 examine the accounts under section 145 of the 2011 Act;
 to follow the procedures laid down in the General Directions given by
the Charity Commission under section 145(5)(b) of the 2011 Act; and
 to state whether particular matters have come to my attention.
Basis of independent examiner’s report
My examination was carried out in accordance with the General Directions given by
the Charity Commission. An examination includes a review of the accounting records
kept by the charity and a comparison of the accounts presented with those records. It
also includes consideration of any unusual items or disclosures in the accounts, and
the seeking of explanations from you as trustees concerning any such matters. The
procedures undertaken do not provide all the evidence that would be required in an
audit and, consequently, no opinion is given as to whether the accounts present a
‘true and fair view’ and the report is limited to those matters set out in the statement
below.
Independent examiner’s statement
In connection with my examination, no matter has come to my attention:
 which gives me reasonable cause to believe that, in any material
respect, the requirements:
(a) to keep accounting records in accordance with section 130 of the
Charities Act 2011, and
(b) to prepare accounts which accord with the accounting records and with
the methods and principles of the Statement of Recommended
Practice: Accounting and Reporting by Charities (SORP FRS 102effective 1 January 2015) have not been met, or
 to which, in my opinion, attention should be drawn in order to enable a
proper understanding of the accounts to be reached

Paul Hake FCCA
Albert Goodman LLP
Chartered Accountants
Mary Street House
Mary Street
Taunton TA1 3NW
Date: 14 November 2016
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DIVERSITY VOICE
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES
FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 31 MARCH 2016
_________________________________________________________________________________

Total unrestricted
funds 2016
£

Note

INCOME FROM
Donations
Transfer from MECA
Donations
Charitable Activities
Investment Income

2
4
3
5

105,060
2,645
60,165
13
________

TOTAL INCOME

167,883
________

EXPENDITURE
66,355
Charitable activities

6
______

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

66,355
_______

NET INCOME FOR THE
PERIOD & NET MOVEMENT
IN FUNDS

101,528

______
TOTAL FUNDS CARRIED
FORWARD

101,528
______

This is Diversity Voice’s first year of operation.
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DIVERSITY VOICE
BALANCE SHEET – AS AT 31 MARCH 2016
CHARITY REGISTRATION NUMBER 1162019
___________________________________________________________________

Total Funds
2016
£
FIXED ASSETS
Tangible Assets

8

1,634
________

Debtors
Cash at bank

9
10

43,432
62,054
________
105,486

CREDITORS: Amounts falling
due within one year

11

(5,592)
________

CURRENT ASSETS

NET CURRENT ASSETS

99,894
________

TOTAL ASSETS LESS CURRENT
LIABILITIES

101,528
________

NET ASSETS
101,528

FUNDS

12

TOTAL FUNDS

101,528

This is Diversity Voice’s first year of operation.
The notes on pages 9 to 14 form part of these accounts.
Approved by the Trustees on 8 November 2016 and signed on their behalf by:

Adrian Fawden
Chair and Trustee
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – PERIOD ENDED 31 MARCH 2016
___________________________________________________________________
1.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
General information and basis of accounting
These accounts have been prepared on the basis of historic cost in accordance
with the Statement of Recommended Practice - Accounting and Reporting by
Charities (SORP FRS 102), effective 1 January 2015, and the 2011 Charities Act
and applicable UK Accounting Standards and. The principal accounting policies
adopted in the preparation of the financial statements are set out below.
The charity meets the definition of public benefit under FRS 102. Assets and
liabilities are initially recognised at historical cost or transaction value unless
otherwise stated in the relevant accounting policy.
Income
Recognition of income
These are included in the Statement of Financial Activities (SoFA) when:
- the charity becomes entitled to the resources;
- the Trustees are virtually certain they will receive the resources; and
- the monetary value can be measured with sufficient reliability.
Income with related expenditure
Where incoming resources have related expenditure (as with fundraising or
contract income) the incoming resources and related expenditure are reported
gross in the SoFA.
Donations
Donations are included in the SoFA once they have been received.
Volunteer Help
The value of any voluntary help received is not included in the accounts.
Investment Income
This is included in the accounts when received.
Expenditure and Liabilities
Liability Recognition
Liabilities are recognised as soon as there is a legal or constructive obligation
committing the charity to pay out resources.
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___________________________________________________________________
Assets
Tangible Fixed Assets for use by the Charity
These are capitalised if they can be used for more than one year, and cost at
least £200. They are valued at cost or, if gifted, at the value to the Charity on
receipt
Depreciation
Depreciation is calculated so as to write off the cost of an asset, less its
estimated residual value, over the useful economic life of that asset as follows:
IT Equipment – 3 years straight line

Debtors
Trade and other debtors are recognised at the settlement amount due and
prepayments are valued at the amount prepaid.
Cash at bank and in hand
Cash at bank and in hand comprise cash on hand and call deposits, and other
short-term highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to a known
amount of cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.
Creditors
Creditors and provisions are recognised where the charity has a present
obligation resulting from a past event that will probably result in the transfer of
funds to a third party and the amount due to settle the obligation can be
measured or estimated reliably. Creditors and provisions are recognised at their
settlement amount.
Irrecoverable VAT
All resources expended are classified under activity headings that aggregate all
costs related to the category. Irrecoverable VAT on expenses is charged against
the category of resources expended for which it was incurred.
Fund accounting


Unrestricted Funds are available for use at the discretion of the trustees in
furtherance of the general objectives of the charity.



Restricted funds are subjected to restrictions on their expenditure imposed by
the donor or through the terms of an appeal.

Amounts received for restricted purposes are treated as separate funds in the
financial statements. As at 31 March 2016 there are no Restricted Funds in
operation.
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___________________________________________________________________
2. INCOME FROM MECA
Total funds
unrestricted
2016
£
105,060
-----------------

MECA

105,060
===========
All income transferred to Diversity Voice after the closure of MECA (Midwest
European Communities Association) was unrestricted.
3. INCOME FROM CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES
Total funds
unrestricted
2016
£
Grants Receivable:
Somerset County Council:Link Worker
Early Years

29,000
29,000

Cultural Events:ABP Food Group
St Nicholas Event

1,700
465
----------------60,165
===========

The income from Charitable Activities was all unrestricted. Income of £58,000
was received from Somerset County Council, of which £18,000 was received
under a Service Level Agreement and £40,000 was received under a Tender
Agreement for the provision of services. Neither Agreement is Restricted.
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___________________________________________________________________
4.

DONATIONS
Total funds
unrestricted
2016
£
1,800
325
520
-----------------

Simpson Millar
Barclaycard
Other Donations

2,645
===========

5. INVESTMENT INCOME
Total funds
unrestricted
2016
£
Bank Interest
Receivable

6.

13
===========

CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES EXPENDITURE
Total funds
unrestricted
2016
£
51,627
4,489
2,667
5,117
1,823
600
32
-----------------

Payroll Costs
Office Expenses
Premises Costs
Other Staff Costs
Cultural Events
Independent Examiners Fee
Other

66,355
===========
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___________________________________________________________________

7. STAFF COSTS
The aggregate payroll costs were:
2016
£
45,827
2,178
3,622

Wages and salaries
Social security costs
Freelance workers

---------------51,627
==========
The Trustees consider the Chief Officer to be key management of the charity.
The total costs to the charity of employee benefits for key management
personnel were £25,549.
No Trustees received any remuneration during the period.
One Trustee was reimbursed £14 for out of pocket expenses during the period.
The charity received a £1,800 donation during the year from Simpson Millar LLP,
in which the Trustee, Adrian Fawden, is partner.
Gifts totalling £370 were given to the Trustees and volunteers during the year.
8.

TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
IT
Equipment
£
COST
Additions

1,783
--------------------1,783
==============

At 31 March 2016
DEPRECIATION

149
__________
149
==============

Charge for the year

NET BOOK VALUE
At 31 March 2016

1,634
==============
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___________________________________________________________________
9.

DEBTORS
2016
£
3,367
40,065
______

Prepayments
Other debtors

43,432
=========
10. CASH AT BANK
2016
£
12,541
49,513
______

CAF Current Account
CAF Savings Account

62,054
=========

11. CREDITORS: Amounts falling due within one year
2016
£
600
4,392
600
______

Accruals
HMRC
Other Creditors

5,592
=========

12. Analysis of charitable funds
Fund
b/fwd
£

Income
£

Expenditure
£

Fund
c/fwd
£

Unrestricted funds
General fund

-

167,883

(66,355)

101,528

Total

-

167,883

(66,355)

101,528
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The following pages do not form part of the statutory financial statements
which are the subject of the independent examiner's report on page 5.
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2016
£
105,060

INCOME
Transfer from MECA
Somerset County Council:Link Worker Project
Early Years Project
Donations
Events
Interest Income

29,000
29,000
2,645
2,165
13
________
167,883
_______

TOTAL INCOME
EXPENDITURE
Salaries
Other Staff Costs
Rent
Events

51,627
5,117
2,667
1,823

Depreciation
Office Equipment
IT repairs, Website & software
Printing & Stationery
Phones and Internet
Postage
Insurance
Advertising
Other

149
482
952
956
1,130
41
287
285
207

Total Office Expenses
Independent Examiner Fee
Other

4,489
600
32
--------------66,355
_______

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

NET INCOME FOR THE YEAR

101,528
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